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I. INTRODUCTION 

The People of the State of Illinois, by and through Lisa Madigan, Attorney General of the 

State of Illinois (―the People‖), and the Environmental Law & Policy Center (―ELPC‖), through 

its attorneys, respectfully submit this Application for Rehearing pursuant to Section 10-113(a) of 

the Public Utilities Act (―the Act‖) and Part 200.880 of the Illinois Commerce Commission’s 

(―the Commission‖) Rules of Practice (83 Ill. Admin. Code 200.880), and request that the 

Commission grant rehearing of its Order entered in the above-captioned docket on May 24, 

2011, on the issue of how to properly calculate gas energy efficiency spending under Section 8-

104 of the Public Utilities Act (―the Act‖).   

 As discussed below, the Commission erred as a matter of law in concluding that Section 

8-104 of the Act requires the exclusion of large transportation customers’ gas commodity volumes 

from the calculation of energy efficiency program spending amounts.  The Commission’s 

interpretation of Section 8-104 is contradicted by the plain language of the statute, Illinois law 

regarding statutory interpretation and is inconsistent with its finding that large transportation 

customers’ gas commodity volumes be included in the calculation of gas efficiency savings 

requirements.   

II. THE COMMISSION ERRED AS A MATTER OF LAW IN ITS INTERPRETATION 

 OF SECTION 8-104 OF THE ACT RELATIVE TO THE PROPER CALCULATION 

 OF GAS ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAM SPENDING. 

 

 In its Final Order, the Commission concluded that Section 8-104 of the Act requires the 

utilities to exclude the therms associated with large transportation customers’ gas commodity 

volumes from the calculation of energy efficiency program spending amounts, but include those 

amounts in the calculation of gas efficiency savings requirements.  Final Order at 15.  This decision 

to exclude the large volume transportation commodity dollars from the calculation of the efficiency 
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program spending amounts is contradicted by the plain language of Section 8-104 of the Act, and is 

therefore contrary to law, and arbitrary and capricious. 

 In its interpretation of the statute, the Commission stated: 

 The Commission is persuaded by Staff's analysis and arguments that it was proper for Nicor 

to exclude the dollars paid to alternative gas suppliers by Nicor's large transportation 

customer from the computation of its gas spending limit, but it was incorrect for Nicor to 

exclude the volumes of gas purchases by those same transportation customers from the 

computation of its savings goals. While this result may seem contradictory at first blush, it is 

clear to the Commission that this finding comports with the statute in question, and the 

attendant legislative history as discussed by Staff. The Commission will therefore determine 

that the savings goals endorsed by Staff are adopted for this proceeding. The Commission 

further directs Nicor to include in its compliance filing, a gas savings plan that encompasses 

the gas spending limit and results in the gas savings espoused by Staff.  

  

Final Order at 15.  In doing so, the Commission adopted Staff’s interpretation of Section 8-104, 

which is based upon an exchange between two legislators, Representatives Reitz and Flider, to 

explain the how gas efficiency spending amounts should be calculated.  Id.   

 This interpretation of Section 8-104, however, is inconsistent with the plain language of the 

statute, which in no way implies or asserts that the calculation of efficiency spending goals and 

spending shall be different.  Section 8-104(c) is very clear as to which customers and the gas they 

use shall be excluded in the calculation of savings goals:   

Natural gas utilities shall implement cost-effective energy efficiency measures to meet at 

least the following natural gas savings requirements, which shall be based upon the total 

amount of gas delivered to retail customers, other than the customers described in 

subsection (m) of this Section, during calendar year 2009 multiplied by the applicable 

percentage.    

 

220 ILCS 5/8-104(c) (emphasis added).   

 The issue as to which gas usage/therms should be excluded from the gas spending 

calculation is further clarified in Section 8-104(e), the subpart clarifying cost recovery for the 

programs.  Section 8-104(e) provides: 

A utility providing approved energy efficiency measures in this State shall be permitted 

to recover costs of those measures through an automatic adjustment clause tariff filed 

with and approved by the Commission. The tariff shall be established outside the context 
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of a general rate case and shall be applicable to the utility’s customers other than the 

customers described in subsection (m) of this Section.  

 

220 ILCS 5/8-104(e).  This provision makes clear that all of the utility’s customers except those 

who receive an exemption through subpart (m) of Section 8-104 shall be assessed the energy 

efficiency cost recovery charges.  There is no exclusion in this language for retail, wholesale or 

non-Choices for You customers, as the Company argued and the Commission accepted.  Clearly, 

the plain language of the Act provides that all of the Company’s customers, except those 

described in subpart (m) of Section 8-104, shall participate in, help pay for the programs and 

have their therm usage included in the computation of energy savings.    

 Section 8-104(m) provides a very specific application process for disqualifying customers 

from participation and assessment of charges associated with the energy efficiency programs 

provided under the Act: 

Subsections (a) through (k) of this Section do not apply to customers of a natural gas 

utility that have a North American Industry Classification System code number that is 

22111 or any such code number beginning with the digits 31, 32, or 33 and (i) annual 

usage in the aggregate of 4 million therms or more within the service territory of the 

affected gas utility or with aggregate usage of 8 million therms or more in this State and 

complying with the provisions of item (l) of this subsection (m); or (ii) using natural gas 

as feedstock and meeting the usage requirements described in item (i) of this subsection 

(m), to the extent such annual feedstock usage is greater that 60% of the customer's total 

annual usage of natural gas.  

 

(1) Customers described in this subsection (m) of this Section shall apply, on a form 

approved on or before October 1, 2009 by the Department, to the Department to be 

designated as a self-directing customer ("SDC") or as an exempt customer using 

natural gas as a feedstock from which other products are made, including, but not 

limited to, feedstock for a hydrogen plant, on or before the 1st day of February, 2010. 

Thereafter, application may be made not less than 6 months before the filing date of 

the gas utility energy efficiency plan described in subsection (f) of this Section; 

however, a new customer that commences taking service from a natural gas utility 

after February 1, 2010 may apply to become a SDC or exempt customer up to 30 

days after beginning service. … 
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220 ILCS 5/8-104(m)(1)(C).  This language makes clear that only these customers are to be 

excluded for purposes of calculating savings and spending goals.  Nothing in the clear language 

of the statue provides or implies that large volume commodity shall be excluded from utility plan 

spending amounts.   

 This section also provides a specific application and certification process for self-

directing customers (―SDCs‖) with the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity 

(―DCEO‖), and significantly, the requirement that these self-directing customers establish annual 

energy efficiency reserve accounts for purposes of participating in efficiency measures, albeit 

non-utility sponsored measures: 

(C) in the case of a SDC, the customer's certification that annual funding levels for the 

energy efficiency reserve account will be equal to 2% of the customer's cost of natural 

gas, composed of the customer's commodity cost and the delivery service charges paid to 

the gas utility, or $150,000, whichever is less;  

 

220 ILCS 5/8-104(m).  The Act makes clear that even those customers of the gas utility who 

meet the requirements of the exemption provision must still set aside in an account an amount 

(2% of the customer’s gas cost) dedicated to energy efficiency measures.  The Commission’s 

interpretation of Section 8-104 would create a new class of customers (―wholesale‖) with the 

distinction of being the only PGL/NS customers who whose gas commodity costs would not be 

included in the calculation of energy efficiency program spending.  Nothing in Section 8-104 

justifies such a conclusion. 

 As for the Commission’s conclusion about the definition of ―retail‖, a number of 

observations are important.  First, if the legislature had intended for the term ―retail customer‖ to 

exclude all these other gas deliveries they would have had no need to explicitly exempt those 

customers falling under subsection (m), since by definition they would already be excluded. 
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Clearly, by carving out a very specific exemption for these customers, the legislative intent and 

plain language of the statute would otherwise include the large volume transportation gas 

commodity amounts.  Quite simply, there is no language in Section 8-104 to contradict the clear, 

limited exemption language of part (m) of Section 8-104, nor any suggestion that a ―retail 

customer‖ of a local distribution gas company somehow includes only the commodity of 

residential and small business customers, but not larger commercial customers for purposes of 

calculating both gas savings goals and spending limits. 

In addition, if small customers purchasing commodity from a third party are considered 

―retail‖ — as the Commission concludes by including their transportation volumes in the 

calculation of efficiency savings goals — there is no reason just being larger would somehow 

make a customer become ―wholesale‖ rather than ―retail.‖  Rather, the terms ―retail‖ and 

―wholesale‖ should be considered based on standard English language definitions.  The 

exclusion of ―wholesale‖ customers would simply indicate that any gas deliveries to a customer 

for resale should be excluded (in other words, the customer could be viewed as a wholesale 

rather than retail customer if it is not the ultimate end-user of the gas). AG Ex. 1.0 at 10-11. 

Moreover, Nicor indicates no distinction in its published rates and riders between 

customers in terms of whether they are considered retail or wholesale.  AG witness Mosenthal 

testified that after thoroughly reviewing Nicor’s rates and riders and other explanatory 

information on Nicor’s website,
1
 including its various glossaries of terms, he found no specific 

use of these terms.  AG Ex. 1.0 at 9-10.  

Also, the Act taken in toto clearly creates contradictions and illogical conclusions if one 

were to agree with the Company’s interpretation.  While the Commission points to the legislative 

                                                 
1
 www.Nicor.com. 

http://www.nicor.com/
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transcript as support for its conclusion on the gas spending issue, the colloquy itself sheds little 

light on the issue.   

In the transcript referenced by the Company, Representative Reitz asks Representative 

Flider to clarify the distinction as to which customers are  excluded by providing a specific 

example of ―merchant electric generators‖ and asking if this ―wholesale‖ customer would be 

included.  Representative Flider responds ―no.‖  Merchant electric generators would be excluded 

under subsection (m) of the Act because they are effectively using gas as a wholesale feedstock 

to manufacture their electricity and resell that energy to ultimate customers.  As a result, it is not 

persuasive to argue that Representative Flider’s response can be viewed as necessarily applying 

to transportation customers that directly use gas for normal end uses. 

Rep. Reitz then goes on to ask, ―Stated differently, does the legislation intend to cover for 

the purposes of assessing charges, delivery service revenues and retail gas commodity purchases, 

but exclude wholesale gas purchases?‖ Rep. Flider answers ―yes.‖ However, this is simply a 

tautological question that elicits no new information.  Put simply, Reitz has simply asked Flider 

to confirm whether the term ―retail‖ means that retail is included and ―wholesale‖ excluded. 

There is no indication of what Flider might consider a wholesale customer, and the context is 

still in reference to a merchant electric generator.   

Rep. Reitz goes on to ask specifically about spending:  ―…so what is excluded is the 

wholesale commodity cost, the utilities’ cost for transportation for that wholesale commodity is 

included, right?‖  Rep. Flider responds ―That’s correct, yes.‖   Again, this passage sheds no light 

on what is meant by ―wholesale gas purchases‖. 

What is clear is the plain language of Section 8-104.  While transcripts of legislative 

debates can be helpful in elucidating vague statutory provisions that are subject to various 
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interpretations, it is well-settled that when courts are interpreting a statute, the legislature’s intent 

must be ascertained and given effect, and the determination as to intent begins with the plain and 

ordinary meaning of the statute without resorting to other aids.  Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v. 

Washburn, 112 Ill.2d 486,492 (1986).  In addition, it is also a fundamental rule of statutory 

construction that where there exists a general statutory provision and a specific statutory 

provision, either in the same or in another act, both relating to the same subject the specific 

provision controls and should be applied.  People v. Villarreal, 152 Ill.2d 3658, 379 (1992).   

Since the purpose of subsection (m) is clearly to allow these customers an exemption 

from the more traditional EEP funding mechanism, it again makes no sense that the legislature 

would choose to impose higher charges on them than other customers that can’t meet the 

subsection (m) criteria. Under the Commission’s calculation approach, self-directing customers 

must reserve funds based on commodity plus delivery charges, but those who did not apply as an 

SDC customer would have funding contribution calculations based on explicitly excluding 

commodity costs. This creates a clear inconsistency in the logic of the Act.  

Accordingly, the Commission’s conclusion that Section 8-104 of the Act requires the 

exclusion of large volume transportation customers gas commodity volumes from the calculation of 

energy efficiency program spending amounts is contrary to law, not supported by substantial 

evidence, is arbitrary and capricious and is beyond the jurisdiction of the Commission, contrary 

to Section 10-201(e)(iv)(A-D) of the Act.    In support of this position, the People incorporate by 

reference pp. 6-16 from the AG Initial Brief; pp. 2-16 from the ELPC Initial Brief; and pp. 1-8 

from the ELPC/AG Brief on Exceptions. The Commission should grant rehearing and reconsider 

its conclusion on this point, based on the applicable law and the evidence of record. 
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III. THE COMMISSION’S CALCULATION OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN 

SPENDING AMOUNTS DRAMATICALLY IMPACTS EFFICIENCY 

PROGRAM SPENDING LEVELS AND THE FUTURE ACHIEVEMENT OF 

MANDATED EFFICIENCY SAVINGS GOALS. 

 

As highlighted by AG witness Mosenthal, the Commission’s decision to exclude the 

large volume transportation customers’ commodity amounts dramatically reduced the 

Company’s available spending levels as well as their future achievement of energy efficiency 

statutory targets.  The result is the loss of millions of dollars in potential cost-effective efficiency 

programs to benefit customers. 

Certain record evidence sheds some light on the dollar spending amounts lost in the 

Commission’s interpretation of Section 8-104.   AG witness Philip Mosenthal testified that Nicor 

was dramatically reducing both its energy efficiency statutory targets as well as its available rate 

impact cap spending levels applying their preferred method of excluding transportation 

customers commodity from both the calculation of gas efficiency savings goals and spending.  

He calculated that this underestimate of excluded roughly one-third of the qualifying gas load.  

AG Ex. 1.0 at 11.  He stated that while he would expect most of the larger transportation 

customers may be able to purchase their commodity at competitive rates that may be somewhat 

lower than Nicor’s commodity charges, he imagined that under a competitive environment Nicor 

would offer reasonably competitive supply. Therefore, he expected the underestimate of 

applicable revenue to calculate the gas spending amounts to be of the same general magnitude on 

a proportional basis — in other words also underestimated by about one-third.  

As AG witness Mosenthal testified, substantial benefits would accrue to customers if 

Nicor included all appropriate transportation customers in its determination of gas savings goals 

and budget.  The recalculation would have the simple effect of significantly increasing savings 
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and spending, thereby providing greater net benefits to Nicor customers. In addition, such an 

inclusion would have a positive ripple effect across multiple service territories.   

Additional secondary benefits to increasing savings and spending for the overall 

portfolio, as discussed by Mr. Mosenthal, include: 

 EM&V spending limits, which Nicor acknowledges are a resource constraint, would also 

increase proportionally. This will enable better and more extensive and timely evaluations. 

 

 Nicor’s administrative costs, which, as discussed below, are inappropriately high, would go 

down as a percent of overall spending as programs are enlarged, and fixed costs for things 

like planning, overhead, data tracking, and other areas are spread over greater levels of effort 

and savings. 

 

 Nicor could better match ComEd goals for joint and cooperative programs. This is important 

for a number of reasons. First, it avoids lost opportunities where a customer is engaged with a 

program but Nicor can not fully fund all the gas efficiency opportunities because of budget 

limits. Second, it potentially frees up some funds for ComEd to better meet its goals (which it 

is having trouble achieving
2
 and focus on comprehensive solutions while limiting its 

spending by its more onerous rate cap. 

 

AG Ex. 1.0 at 12-13. 

 

 Nicor witness Jerozal responded to the argument that the statute requires greater spending 

on efficiency by asserting that this increased spending would ―double‖ the rate impact for 

customers.  Nicor Ex. 5.0 at 4-5.  On cross-examination, however, Mr. Jerozal revealed he did 

not consider the net impact increased efficiency spending would have on Nicor customer rates in 

making the assertion.  Tr. at 39-41.  The Company’s hollow logic on this point should be 

rejected.   

                                                 
2
 See Proposed Order, ICC Docket No. 10-0570. 
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 For all of these reasons, the Commission’s conclusion as to how to calculate the gas 

spending amounts was not supported by substantial evidence is arbitrary and capricious and is 

beyond the jurisdiction of the Commission, contrary to Section 10-201(e)(iv)(A-D) of the Act.      

III. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the People and ELPC request that the Commission grant 

rehearing on the issues identified above.   
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The People of the State of Illinois 

By LISA MADIGAN, Attorney General 
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